
 

 

Atlas – Oulun yliopiston maantieteen opiskelijat ry 

EVENT RULES          

Based on Oulun luonnontieteilijät ry’s excursion rules with the board’s permission. 

Name change from Excursion rules to Event rules based on statutory meeting of the board 

14.11.2017 

Event rules are applied on every event hosted by Atlas ry 

 

1 § Appliance 

These rules apply every event hosted by Atlas ry and those attending said events.  

 

2 § The right to participate 

Members of Atlas ry can participate in Atlas’ events, excluding the people with a ban.  

Atlas ry’s board reserves the right to invite other people or groups to events. 

 

3 § Behaviour 

Each participant is responsible for their own behaviour. Participants must remember that 

they are representing University of Oulu, Department of Geography and Atlas ry. 

 

4 § Property damages or other accidents 

Atlas ry is not responsible for the possible accidents or damage done to people or 

property that occurs during events where these rules apply. Everybody’s responsible for 

their own actions and property during Atlas ry’s events. 

 

5 § Event punishments 

Punishments can be given by the board of Atlas to a participant, who causes trouble or 

harm to other participants, destroys property and/or acts violently or otherwise harmfully 

towards other people. Participant has a right to be heard by the board of Atlas before the 

punishment is given. Note of the punishment will be given in a written form. Possible 

punishments are the following: 

 

5.2. Compensation 

Compensation means paying the organizer for any excess costs that 

the organizer must pay because of a participant’s behaviour. This 

also includes paying the participation fee if the participant hasn’t 

cancelled the registration according to the rules. 

 

 



 

 

5.3. Event ban 

Ban means that a person can be banned from Atlas ry’s events for a 

period decided by the board of Atlas 

5.4. Event warning 

Event warning is valid for a year, unless otherwise decided by the 

board. Two event warnings effective at the same time lead to an 

event ban.  

 

  6 § Other notices 

Issues concerning events which are not involved in these rules will be discussed in Atlas 

ry’s board meetings if necessary. 

 


